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Everest
ARTISAN PREMIER
MOUNTAIN SMOKE OAK

You deserve a stylish space to come home to. TORLYS on-trend colours
and designs, including the new Twist herringbone collection, create unique,
modern spaces that will make you excited to show off your home.
TORLYS Smart Hardwood collection focuses on combining the natural beauty
of hardwood with an innovative construction to create a superior flooring
solution. Featuring a real hardwood layer, smart core and the patented Uniclic®
joint, Smart Hardwood floors are extremely dent resistant, resist gapping
and cupping and are easily repairable with the Bulldog™ tool. TORLYS Smart
Hardwood comes complete with CorkPlus™ BLUE attached underlay with
Microban® for added comfort and warmth while keeping your home fresh by
inhibiting the growth of mould and mildew*.

Artisan
*Summit Premier does not include the CorkPlus™ BLUE attached underlay.

Summit
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Smart to the Core
1

Quality Built In.
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1) Scratch-Resistant Finish
2) Real Wood Layer
3) TORLYS Extra-Stable Smart Core
4) TORLYS Uniclic® Joint
Gap-free installations and easy repairs
with TORLYS Bulldog™ Easy Plank Replacer.
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5) Wood Balance Layer
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6) TORLYS CorkPlus BLUE Underlay*
Quiet, comfortable, built-in underlay with
Microban® antimicrobial product protection.
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CorkPlus™ BLUE with Microban*
A cork underlay provides warmth and comfort underfoot while
dampening sound from traveling throughout the home with its
naturally insulating material. Being made out of recycled cork, the
underlay is an environment-friendly product and preserves protected
oak forests with sustained harvesting. Exclusive to TORLYS, the
added Microban® antimicrobial protection keeps your space fresh
by preventing odours and stains caused by mould and mildew.

The Microban® Advantage.
The CorkPlus™ BLUE* attached underlay infused with Microban® antimicrobial
product protection will resist the growth of mould and mildew under the floor,
resulting in hygienic floors that keep their great looks.

Bulldog™ Certified**
Easily Repair, Reuse and Renew Your Floors
Replace your single damaged planks with ease or move your floors to another
room with the TORLYS Bulldog™ Easy Plank Replacer, a unique innovation exclusive
to TORLYS. No nails. No dust. No mess.
*Summit Premier does not include the CorkPlus™ BLUE attached underlay.
**Everest Twist is not compatible with the Bulldog Tool.
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TORLYS Smart Hardwood

A Proven Name in Flooring.
In business for over 30 years, TORLYS floors are a dependable, proven product. Their high-quality
construction, design and innovative technology come together to offer only the best to customers.

TORLYS Extra-Stable Smart Core
TORLYS Smart Hardwood Core is 34% harder than solid hardwood
and 56% harder than plywood and fillet core hardwood.

TORYS Smart Hardwood
with Smart Core

Traditional
Solid Hardwood

Other Engineered Hardwood
with Plywood Core

Beyond the Surface
Long-Lasting Durability
Enjoy the original beauty of your floors for years to come. The TORLYS Smart Core provides superior dent resistance
and stability which means your Smart Hardwood floors will withstand daily wear and tear. Smart Hardwood will
not dent as easily as traditional solid hardwood and plywood/fillet core hardwood, while the use of the Uniclic® joint will
resist gapping and cupping – ensuring a long lasting, gorgeous floor.

The Tightest and Strongest Joint in the Industry
Quick & Easy Installation
Simply click your floors
together without the use
of nails or glue for easy
installation. The UNIFIT
X technology used on
the end joints of Everest
Designer & Twist allow for
an even faster installation
– up to 38% faster!

Worry-Free Living
The innovative
Unilic® & UNIFIT X
joint technologies
incorporate pretension,
making for tighter
joints that resist
gapping and cupping.

Installation Versatility
The UNIFIT X end joint
used on Everest Designer
& Twist is unlike other
systems – it can be
installed fold-down, tap or
angle. This makes working
with large plank sizes
much easier.
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A New Twist
in Flooring

COASTAL OAK
HCU-ETW922L, HCU-ETW923R

Single Herringbone Pattern*

Double Herringbone Pattern*

* These installation patterns are not compatible with the use of the Bulldog™ tool for repairs or replacements.
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Everest
Twist
The classic herringbone pattern is becoming one of the
hottest flooring trends on the market. And now, TORLYS
offers an innovative Twist on this timeless floor. TORLYS
offers the perfect combination of the latest colours
and textures, along with a unique and easy installation
solution, creating the perfect pattern to complement
your space – either classic or contemporary.

EVERGLADE OAK
HCU-ETW920L, HCU-ETW921R

1/2” (T) x 4-3/4” (W) x 23-7/16” (L) (nominal)
12 mm (T) x 121 mm (W) x 595 mm (L)
• Wirebrushed or lightly textured finishes
• 4-sided bevel
• CorkPlus™ BLUE attached underlay with
Microban® antimicrobial product protection
Easy Installation
TORLYS Twist with the patented Uniclic® side joints & Unifit X
end joints, provides for a fast and precise installation that is
up to 50% faster than traditional glue down herringbone.

Save Money
TORLYS exclusive online calculator saves you both time and
money. Based on a layout of your room, it quickly calculates
the amount of left and right pieces required to do the
installation with up to 50% less waste.

COASTAL OAK
HCU-ETW922L, HCU-ETW923R

calculator.torlys.com

Design Flexibility
TORLYS Everest Twist offers two on-trend styles in a
prestigious size that can achieve multiple looks. With a simple
“twist”, you can install single or double herringbone patterns.

*High Shade Variation
**The unique herringbone pattern can give the appearance of significant
variation between the planks in gloss and colour. This contributes to the
overall beauty of this floor.
HARVEST WALNUT*
HCU-ETW974L, HCU-ETW975R
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Everest
Designer
Extra long, wide planks enhance the
sophisticated appeal of the Everest Designer
Collection. Everest Designer offers a hand
crafted look in stunning oaks and walnut, and
is offered in distinctive colours and textures.
1/2” (T) x 6-1/2” (W) x 71-1/4” (L)
12mm (T) x 166mm (W) x 1810mm (L)
• Wirebrushed or lightly textured finishes
• 4-sided bevel
• CorkPlus™ BLUE attached underlay with
Microban® antimicrobial product protection
• Uniclic® & Unifit X joints for remarkable stability,
quick installation and easy repairability
*High Shade Variation

COASTAL OAK
HCU-EDS233

EVERGLADE
OAK
HCU-EDS231

BASIN OAK
HCU-EDS232

COASTAL OAK
HCU-EDS233

SILVER
ROCK OAK
HCU-EDS234

CASTLE
ROCK OAK
HCU-EDS235

WINTER
HILLS OAK
HCU-EDS236

HARVEST
WALNUT*
HCU-EDS711
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Everest
Premier
Everest Premier is inspired by the tradition of
hardwood’s alluring natural beauty and styled
for today. This collection is warm, inviting
and perfect for any room.
3/8” (T) x 4-7/8” (W) x 47-3/8” (L)
10mm (T) x 124mm (W) x 1203mm (L)
• Warm, modern colours in oak, maple and walnut
• Lightly textured finish
• 4-sided bevel
• CorkPlus™ BLUE attached underlay with
Microban® antimicrobial product protection
• Uniclic® joint for superior stability and
easy repairability
*High Shade Variation

ARCADIAN
OAK
HCU51223

BRIAR
OAK
HCU51221

PEBBLE
OAK
HCU51222-NB

ALABASTER
OAK
HCU51224-NB

DOVE
OAK
HCU51225

BEDTIME
COCOA OAK
HCU51228-NB

CITYSCAPE
WHITE OAK
HCU51229-NB

MAPLE
NATURAL
HCU51331

BEDROCK
MAPLE
HCU51332

BIRCH
NATURAL*
HCU51351-NB

AMERICAN
WALNUT*
HCU51621
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Artisan
Elite
Whether you prefer the smoothness of maple
or the more pronounced appearance of oak,
your new Artisan Elite floor will make any space
unforgettable with its long and wide planks in
random lengths.
1/2“ (T) x 6-1/4” (W) x 24” to 72” RL
12mm (T) x 158mm (W) x 610mm to 1830mm RL
• Soft handscraping or wirebrushing for a
handcrafted look
• Matte or medium gloss finishes to emphasize grains
• 4-sided bevel
• CorkPlus™ BLUE attached underlay with Microban®
antimicrobial product protection
• Uniclic® joint for superior stability and easy repairability
*High Shade Variation

BROOKHAVEN OAK*
HCU68222

HAWKS RIDGE OAK*
HCU68221

BROOKHAVEN OAK*
HCU68222

RAVENSCROFT OAK*
HCU68223

AVONDALE OAK
HCU68224

THORNBROOK MAPLE*
HCU68331

HOLLYBROOK MAPLE
HCU68333

BRACKEN HILL MAPLE
HCU68334

STONECREST ASH
HCU68661
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Artisan
Premier
Artisan Premier floors create a sense of
vintage-inspired old-world charm. Offered
with a matte finish in either hickory and oak,
craftsmanship is evident in these beautiful,
lightly distressed floors.
7/16” (T) x 5” (W) x 15-3/4” to 48” RL
11.4mm (T) x 127mm (W) x 400mm to 1200mm RL
• 4-sided bevel
• CorkPlus™ BLUE attached underlay with Microban®
antimicrobial product protection
• Uniclic® joint for superior stability and easy repairability
*High Shade Variation

MOUNTAIN SMOKE OAK
HCU66228

NEW HAVEN CLAY OAK
HCU66223

MOUNTAIN SMOKE OAK
HCU66228

HOT STONE OAK*
HCU66224

FOREST TRAIL HICKORY
HCU66723

GLEAMING TAN OAK
HCU66225

TIMBER DUST OAK*
HCU66226

MOJAVE SUNSET HICKORY
HCU66724
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Summit
Elite
Capturing the authentic essence of the wood,
this collection is truly gorgeous. Distinct wide
planks in random lengths, smoked oak and
walnut in subtle colours, and unique finishes
come together to make Summit Elite a natural
fit for any space.
1/2“ (T) x 6-1/4” (W) x 24” to 72” RL
12mm (T) x 158mm (W) x 610mm to 1830mm RL
• Soft colours and clean lines create natural looks
• 4-sided bevel
• CorkPlus™ BLUE attached underlay with Microban®
antimicrobial product protection
• Uniclic® joint for superior stability and easy repairability
*High Shade Variation

SOUTHAMPTON OAK*
HCU63224

LANGFORD SMOKED
OAK*
HCU63221

DORSET OAK*
HCU63222

KENSINGTON OAK*
HCU63223

SOUTHAMPTON OAK*
HCU63224

BRENTWOOD OAK
HCU63225

BRISTOL OAK*
HCU63226

STRATFORD
WALNUT*
HCU63621

MANOR HILL
WALNUT*
HCU63711
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Summit
Premier
Wide planks, warm colours and an UV-oil finish,
Summit Premier is elegant and affordable.
FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council®) Certified to
meet strict environmental standards, including
wood sourced from sustainably-managed
forests. Summit Premier is an attractive and
environment-friendly option.
1/2” (T) x 5-5/8” (W) x 46-3/4” (L)
13mm (T) x 142mm (W) x 1187mm (L)
• UV-oil-finish to accentuate the wood’s natural beauty
• Summit Premier utilizes the Uniclic® joint and the
TORLYS Smart Clic end joint for superior stability
* High Shade Variation
* Summit Premier does not have the attached CorkPlus BLUE underlay

CUMBERLAND OAK*
HCU61006-FSC-MX

SOMERSET OAK
HCU61001-FSC-MX

PROVIDENCE OAK*
HCU61003-FSC-MX

CUMBERLAND OAK*
HCU61006-FSC-MX

HILLSBROUGH OAK*
HCU61007-FSC-MX

HARTFORD
WASHED OAK*
HCU61009-FSC-MX
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Hardwood Accessory Solutions

Beautifully Finishing Your Floors.

TORLYS offers a unique stair nosing solution so
you can add the perfect finishing touch to your
installation. The smartSTEP is made from an actual
piece of TORLYS flooring for a 100% colour and
texture match. It also uses the same Uniclic® joint
as your TORLYS floor for an easy and seamless
installation.
This is the world’s first Stair Nosing that
can also be installed FLOATING.

Suitable for floating and nail/glue
down applications.*

Easy and convenient, the TORLYS Solo Plus 5-in-1
solution includes 5 mouldings in one adaptable and colour
co-ordinated profile.
Suitable for floating applications.*
SoloPlus flush stair nosing clicks flush into your TORLYS floor, thus eliminating
the overlap of a traditional stair nosing (use of an aluminum sub profile is required
for the Flush Installation of the SoloPlus stair nosing and must be ordered separately).
SoloPlus can also be used for overlap floating installations on landings.

T-MOULDING
– Used to adjoin two
floors of approximately the
same thickness.

REDUCER
– Used to transition two
different floor heights.

SQUARE NOSE
– Used to transition to carpet.

* Please reference product specific installation instructions for details.

SQUARE NOSE
– Edge moulding used
to conceal the expansion
gap around the perimeter
of the room.

FLUSH
STAIR NOSING*
– Stair-edge seamless trim
moulding for installation of
hardwood on staircases. Clicks
flush into your hardwood floor,
thus eliminating the overlap
of traditional stair nosing. An
aluminium sub-base is
required for the Flush Stair
Nosing installations. SoloPlus
can also be used for non-flush
installations on landings.
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TORLYS Direct Ship accessories include colour co-ordinated
mouldings, stair nosings and vents that provide the final
design element for any room, creating a seamless appearance
with any TORLYS hardwood floor.
Suitable for floating and nail/glue down applications.*

QUARTER ROUND
– Create subtle blends between wall base/
vertical surface and hardwood floors.

REDUCER
– Flush and overlap reducers allow for
smooth transitions between floors of
different heights.

T-MOULDING
– Provide an attractive solution for
transitioning between floor surfaces that
are approximately the same thickness
(e.g. between adjoining rooms).

WALL BASE
– Creates a formal border transition between
flooring and walls.

STAIR NOSE
– Flush and overlap stair nosings add a
professional and finished look to stairways.
Offered in traditional and euro nose profiles.

VENTS**
– Offered in surface mount and flush styles
to provide a consistent and refined
appearance to a wood floor.

* Please reference product specific installation instructions for details.
** Sturdy metal damper systems for personalized airflow regulation are available as an optional add on to vents.
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Hardwood Maintenance

Keep Your Floor Looking Beautiful.
Clean Regularly – use a clean, untreated dust mop or vacuum regularly, wipe up spills quickly with
a cloth, and clean as required with TORLYS Natural Glow® Eco-Friendly Cleaning Kit.
• Only Use TORLYS Maintenance
Products – Never use wet mops, highly
acidic or alkaline cleaners, nonrecommended commercial cleaners
or polishes, or a treated mop that has
been used to clean other floors
or furniture.

• Protect Your Floors – Use non-skid,
non-stain mats in entryways. Clean
your mats regularly to avoid build-up.
Use protective pads on furniture
feet to prevent damage.

• Use Caution – Some types of high heel
shoes can severely damage the surface
of any floor covering.
• Check on Your Pets – Keep your pet’s
nails and claws trimmed.

TORLYS Natural
Glow® Eco-Friendly
Cleaning Kit
TORLYS eco-friendly cleaning products
are biodegradable, with no VOCs, and
fragrance-free. Clean your floor as
required with this easy-to-use kit.

Maintain Humidity
in Your Home
TORLYS Smart Hardwood is a natural
product. Use a humidifier or dehumidifier
to regulate humidity (30 – 60%) and
minimize expansion and contraction.
This is required to preserve your floor.
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Hardwood Warranty

Peace of Mind Assurance.
Premier

Elite

Designer

Twist

Wear Warranty

25 years

30 years

35 years

35 years

Structure

Lifetime

Lifetime

Lifetime

Lifetime

No Gapping*

Lifetime

Lifetime

Lifetime

Lifetime

PERFORMANCE WARRANTY

*When 30-60% humidity is maintained.

HEALTHY HOME
We follow some of the most stringent standards in the world.
Indoor Air Quality	
TORLYS flooring products meet California Section 01350 and is CARB compliant.
MOVE IT & REUSE IT*
Re-purpose Guarantee*
Move your TORLYS floor to
another room or another home.

1-time Move
under warranty

2-times Move
under warranty

3-times Move
under warranty

–

Trade In Value*
Toward the purchase of
a new TORLYS floor.
See www.torlys.com for details.

5%
– up to 25 years

10%
– up to 30 years

20%
– up to 35 years

–

Satisfaction Guaranteed*
See www.torlys.com for details.

30/30 days
If after 30 days you are
not satisfied with the
colour or style you chose,
you have 30 days to order
another TORLYS floor.

30/60 days
If after 30 days you are
not satisfied with the
colour or style you chose,
you have 60 days to order
another TORLYS floor.

30/90 days
If after 30 days you are
not satisfied with the
colour or style you chose,
you have 90 days to order
another TORLYS floor.

–

Notes: See www.torlys.com for complete details on the TORLYS Peace of Mind Assurance Program.
*Move It & Reuse It – Re-purpose Guarantee, Trade In Value and Satisfaction Guaranteed – for TORLYS flooring installed floating.
Does not apply to Everest Twist Herringbone installations.
Valid only in Canada. Applies to residential installations only.

BROOKHAVEN OAK
HCU68222

EVEREST DESIGNER
COASTAL OAK
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Hardwood Environment

A Smarter Use of Natural Resources

We understand
the importance
of protecting our
environment.

Up to 30 times more
Smart Hardwood
flooring from a
single tree than 3/4”
solid hardwood.

CorkPlus™ BLUE
underlay uses
100% recycled cork.

At TORLYS, we work hard to make our products as sustainable as possible,
offering you floors you can be proud of.
High Standards Create a Healthy Home
TORLYS Smart Floors adhere to CARB II, European (E1) and
California’s Indoor Air Quality standards, some of the most stringent
set standards in the world, and contain no harmful VOCs.

Bulldog™ Certified*
Easily repair, reuse and renew your floors with the
TORLYS Bulldog™ Easy Plank Replacer, a unique innovation
exclusive to TORLYS.

Leed Certification
TORLYS Smart Hardwood floors contribute to Leed® credits
in construction, commercial interiors and existing buildings in
three categories:
1. Materials and resources
2. Indoor environmental quality
3. Innovation and design process

CorkPlus™ BLUE with Microban®
Our CorkPlus™ BLUE attached underlay with built-in Microban®
antimicrobial product protection resists the growth of mould
and mildew that cause stains, odours and flooring deterioration.

Mould growth after 7 days.

Minimal Environmental Impact
TORLYS sources its hardwood from managed forests, including,
in some collections, FSC or PEFC certified forests and produces
up to 30 times more Smart Hardwood flooring from a single
tree than 3/4” solid hardwood. Even the cork in the CorkPlus™
BLUE underlay comes from 100% recycled cork.

Cork Unprotected
*Does not apply to Everest Twist.

CorkPlus™ Blue
Protected with
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Hardwood FAQs

Everything You Need to Know.
Can I put TORLYS Hardwood
anywhere in my house?
TORLYS Hardwood is an engineered
product, well-suited for installation
below, on, or above grade, over concrete
and even over existing floors. Depending
on the application, underlays and/or
vapour barrier may be required. Ask your
local TORLYS dealer for more information
on different applications and what
you may require. Check details at
www.torlys.com.
Should I expect shade variation
in my TORLYS Hardwood?
Yes. Variation of shade and grain are
characteristic of hardwood floors. In fact
some species, Walnut for example, will
exhibit wild grain and colour variation as
an integral part of their inspiring beauty.
What is the TORLYS Bulldog™
Easy Plank Replacer?
Only TORLYS offers you the Bulldog,
a tool that allows you to repair any plank
in your floor, even if it’s in the middle
of your room, with no power tools and
little dust or noise. Ask your TORLYS
retailer for details.
Is TORLYS Hardwood difficult
to maintain?
TORLYS Hardwood requires the same
maintenance as all other TORLYS floors.
Simply vacuum or sweep your floors
on a regular basis. Clean as required
with TORLYS Natural Glow Eco-Friendly
Cleaning Kit.
Can I install TORLYS Hardwood myself?
TORLYS Hardwood uses the patented
Uniclic® joint technology, a nail-free joint
that ensures a great looking floor that
resists gapping and cupping. All you
need is a saw, hammer, installation kit,
tape measure, pencil and some time to

install your floor. Everest Designer &
Everest Twist use a combination of
Uniclic® and UNIFIT X joint technologies
for a quick installation. You can always
contact your local TORLYS dealer for
professional installation options as well.
What is the TORLYS Trade-in Value?
The TORLYS Trade-In Value is an
innovative program – the first of it’s kind!
Years down the road when you want to
change your floor, TORLYS will provide
you up to 20% of the original purchase
price of your old TORLYS floor. Register
your warranty for your new floor. For
more information and to register your
warranty visit www.torlys.com. Applies to
purchases in Canada only.
What is the 30/30, 30/60, 30/90
Satisfaction Guarantee?
If after 30 days from installation you are
not satisfied with the colour or style of
your TORLYS floor, contact your retailer
and TORLYS will replace your floor with
a TORLYS floor of equivalent value.
Applies to professionally installed floors
only. All you pay is the cost of installation.
For more information and to register
your warranty visit www.torlys.com.
What makes a core smart?
TORLYS Smart Core provides superior dent
resistance and stability, allowing your Smart
Hardwood floors to withstand daily wear
and tear. TORLYS Smart Hardwood is
34% harder than solid hardwood and
56% harder than plywood core hardwood,
plus its Uniclic® joint resists gapping
and cupping, ensuring a long-lasting,
gorgeous floor - isn’t that smart?

SUMMIT PREMIER
CUMBERLAND OAK

torlys.com
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